Dress Code and Hair Policy
DRESS UNIFORMS K-8
Girls
Black uniform shorts or slacks (no leggings)
Red polo shirt with IJP monogram- long or short sleeved (knit or dri-fit)
Red plaid jumper (1st-3rd grade only)
Red plaid skirt
White oxford blouse
Red cardigan sweater
Red V-neck sweater
Red or black IJP monogrammed hoodie from NixNax
IJP fleece or 1/4 zip pullover
Boys
Black uniform shorts or slacks
White oxford shirt
Red polo shirt with IJP monogram- long or short sleeved (knit or dri-fit)
Red sweater vest
Red V-neck sweater
Red or black IJP monogrammed hoodie from NixNax
IJP fleece or 1/4 zip pullover
PE UNIFORMS- K-5
Red IJP T-shirt or performance tee, red mesh shorts, red IJP sweatpants, crewneck sweatshirts, 1/4
zip pullover, IJP fleece, or IJP monogrammed hoodie
PE UNIFORMS- 6-8
Red IJP dri-fit polo shirt, black mesh shorts, and black IJP warm up pants, 1/4 zip pullover sweatshirt, IJP
fleece, or IJP monogrammed hoodie
All students wear athletic shoes (ONLY all white, all black or a combination of black and white) every
day. No other colors should be present, even in the laces or accents.
Uniforms can be purchased at Schoolbelles (www.schoolbelles.com) or Old Navy Uniform
(www.oldnavy.gap.com/shop/local/school_uniforms). Some items are only available at Schoolbelles.
Polos and hoodies must be monogrammed by Nix Nax in Homewood. Schoolbelles is located at 7763
S. Harlem Avenue in Bridgeview, IL.
HAIR
Boys- Hair must be neat, clean, and well groomed; it must not hang below the top of the shirt collar in the
back, the bottom of the ear, or over the eyes or be higher than three inches. Distracting hairstyles or dyed
hair are not permissible. Facial hair is not permitted.
Girls- Hair must be neat, clean, and well groomed; it must not hang in the student’s face. Distracting
hairstyles or dyed hair are not permissible.
Administration decides what is permissible.

